
Kidoyo
K-12 Coding Program



● Top Down- what skills will HS/MS students need?
● Systematic k-8 approach
● Curriculum that could be quickly and seamlessly integrated
● Professional development for teachers and continuous personalized support 
● Enhance and Enrich Math- ELA- Sci
● Fun, collaborative and project based learning

Coding and Robotics



Kidoyo

What is Kidoyo?

Kidoyo is a K-12 coding program.  Each RVC student grades K-5 already has a username and 
password.  STELLAR teachers have launched our Kidoyo program and students are learning to 
code through games, challenges and projects.  Kidoyo has a partnership with local colleges and  
mentors check student coding projects for authenticity. 

Why Kidoyo for RVC?

Kidoyo is a comprehensive K-12 Coding Program that is easy to use, offers Professional 
Development/Support/Training for staff, provides interactive peer learning, mentor feedback and 
allows students to earn badges while learning at their own pace.  Students have access to 
Kidoyo at home/school.  Students can save and post projects and take leadership roles in class.  
Teachers can easily track student progress and view class reports.  Kidoyo allows students to 
post on a message board and become interactive members of a coding community.



K-2  Coding

Starting in Kindergarten, students will learn to log onto their computer and 
navigate the Kidoyo site.  While reinforcing letter, number and symbol skills, 
students learn to code using:

● Directionals
● Loops
● Conditionals
● X and Y Axis
● Shape rotations
● Numeracy/Counting
● Letter Recognition/Word Building



Color By Code
Color by Code is the introductory 
course for younger students.  

Tutorials at every level help 
students learn and advance at 
their own pace.

Students are given a world and earn 
new graphics in their world based on 
badges and accomplishments.  
Students may earn boats, palm 
trees, forts and other cool additions. 





















MAZE Code (Grades 2-5)

Maze Code starts students coding using block code.  Students take what they 
learned in Code by Color and apply it to more advanced coding programs. 
Students learn that they can manipulate objects on the screen by writing code.  
Students can advance to actually typing code into the program.  



Students learn simple directional block coding, advancing to repeats, loops and 
conditionals.  Students can create their own solvable mazes and try to solve mazes 
created by peers.



Eventually students advanced out of block code and into written code.



Sprite Editor (Grades 3-5)
Students use Sprite Editor to create their own Sprites or graphics (pixel art).  Students can code and 
animate their Sprites and create backgrounds.  Students can share their work and others can build 
on what they created.  Using these Sprites as building blocks, skies the limit with what students can 
create and control.





Hatch! (Grades 4-5)   

Hatch is an app within KidOYO that is similar to Scratch.  Students can think creatively and 
work collaboratively on various challenges.  It is visually appealing and students will be 
successful in programing their own interactive stories, games, and animations with the ability 
to share their creations with others in our own private KidOYO online community.  Hatch! Is 
project based learning that fosters creativity, collaboration, planning and troubleshooting.



Students can import projects made in Sprite Editor to 
incorporate them into their Hatch! projects.   Block Code 
is used to animate and move Sprites on the coding 
platform.




